Your Coaches time has ended. Shooters condition 4 and holster. (PAUSE) Is the Line holstered? (PAUSE) The line is holstered.

Shooters at this time take a step back, face up range and take a knee. This will be your Training Block Two course of fire. (PAUSE) Fill one magazine with 4 rounds and secure it in your magazine pouch; fill a second magazine with 10 rounds and secure it in your belt. (PAUSE) Once you have filled these magazines cover down on your target points and face down range.

Stage One: 7 Yard Line

**DRILL 1 (7-yard Controlled pair)**

Shooters with a magazine of 10 rounds, make a condition 1 weapon (PAUSE) and holster.

This will be your 7-yard line Controlled Pair Drill. Firing a Controlled Pair in the time limit of 7 seconds. (PAUSE) You will conduct this drill 4 times.

Is the line ready? (PAUSE) The line is ready.
First Drill. Controlled Pair. Standby. Targets


Fourth Drill. Controlled Pair. Standby. Targets


**DRILL 2 (7-yard Speed Reload)**

Shooters this will be your 7-yard line Speed Reload Drill. You will fire a Controlled Pair, (PAUSE) conduct a speed reload, (PAUSE) and fire a Controlled Pair in a time limit of 11 seconds. (PAUSE) You will conduct this drill 2 times.

Is the line ready? (PAUSE) The line is ready.


Shooters at this time pick up that magazine off of the deck, take a step back, face up range, take a knee and fill that empty magazine with 7 rounds. (PAUSE) Once you have filled that magazine with 7 rounds, cover down on your target points and face down range.

Is the line ready? (PAUSE) The line is ready.


Shooters bend down and pick that magazine up off of the deck. Coaches and shooters move down range to analyze and repair these targets. Once your target has been repaired help that shooter to your left and right repair their target. (PAUSE) Then make your way to the 15 yard line face up range, take a knee and fill that empty Magazine with 5 rounds.

Is the down range area clear? (PAUSE) The down range area is clear.

Stage Two: 15 Yard Line

**DRILL 1 (15 Yard-line Controlled Pair)**

Shooters cover down on your target points and face down range. This will be your 15 Yard Line Controlled Pair Drill, Firing a controlled pair form the holster in a time limit of 8 seconds. (PAUSE) You will conduct this drill 4 times.

Is the line ready? (PAUSE) The line is ready.


Second Drill. Controlled Pair. Standby. Targets


**NOTE: SHooters will conduct a Tactical Reload with a magazine of 5 rounds on their own.**


Shooters at this time take a step back, face up range, take a knee and fill that empty magazine with 4 rounds. (PAUSE) Once you have filled that magazine with 4 rounds cover down on your target points and face down range.

**DRILL 2 (15 Yard Line Speed Reload)**

This will be your 15 yard line Speed Reload Drill. You will Fire a Controlled Pair, (PAUSE) conduct a speed reload, (PAUSE) and fire a Controlled Pair in a time limit of 14 seconds. (PAUSE) You will conduct this drill 2 times.

Is the line ready? (PAUSE) The line is ready.
First Drill Speed Reload, Standby. Targets.


Shooters pick up that empty magazine off of the deck, take a step back, face up range, take a knee, and fill that empty magazine with 10 rounds. (PAUSE) Once you have filled that magazine with 10 rounds cover down on your target points and face down range.

Is the line ready? (PAUSE) The line is ready.


Shooters bend down and pick up that magazine off of the ground. Coaches and shooters move down range to analyze and repair these targets. Once your target has been repaired help that shooter to your left and right repair their target. (PAUSE) Then move back to the 25 yard line and face up range.

Is the down range area clear? (PAUSE) The down range area is clear.

**STAGE THREE: 25 YARD LINE**

**DRILL 1 (25 Yard Line Single Action Slow Fire Threat Assessment Drill)**

Shooters cover down on your target points and face down range. This will be your 25 yard line single action slow fire. You will fire 1 single action slow fire shot from the tactical carry at your coaches discretion. You will conduct this drill 8 times. (PAUSE) You will not unholster or fire until told to do so by your coach.

Is the line ready? (PAUSE) The line is ready.
The line is Hot. Coaches you have them
The line has completed firing. Shooters cover down on your target points and face down range. 
(PAUSE) Unload, Show Clear. Once your have been cleared by range personnel, Condition 4 and holster.

Is the line holstered? (PAUSE) The line is holstered.
Coaches and shooters make your way down range analyze and repair these targets. Once targets have been repaired grab all your trash and gear and make your way across the parking lot to the bleachers and standby for your CMT.